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10.2 Microscopic Theory

schematic picture

► electron passes through lattice and attracts positive ions

► positive charge density maximum occurs long after electron has passed

► a second electron is attracted, but Coulomb repulsion is small since it is far away from first electron

+ + + + + + + + + + + + +

+ + + + + + + + + + + + +

-

estimated distance between electron and positive charge density maximum

time for ions to react  
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Meanwhile, some other developments:

Theory of the effect of lattice vibrations

 on the electron-electron coupling  

(J. Bardeen and D. Pines,

 Phys. Rev 99,1140 (1955).

Theory of the interaction of pairs of electrons 

above a filled Fermi sea,“Cooper pairs” 

(L.N. Cooper, Phys. Rev 104,1189 (1956).

Announcement that Bardeen, Brattain,

 and Shockley had won the Nobel Prize

 for Physics for invention of the transistor

 (October, 1956).

10.2 Microscopic Theory

Cooper pairs 

Leon N. Coopercenter of mass motion

for                  phase space maximum

phase space phase space

Cooper pair state

in addition: 
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10.2 Microscopic Theory

two-particle wave function

electrons are scattered constantly into new pair states

probability to find a 

particular pair state

insert          , multiplying with                          and integrate

Fourier transform of electron-phonon interaction

stationary Schrödinger equation for two interacting particles

electron-phonon interaction 

2
2
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10.2 Microscopic Theory

approximation for electron-phonon interaction

with

with

replacing the sum with an integral, and 

integration

weak coupling
energy reduction per Cooper pair

► for Cu, Ag, K, …       is small, because they are good conductors            no superconductor since small

► Al has small      , but high density of states at Fermi energy            superconductor with Tc  1 K
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10.2 Microscopic Theory

BCS Theory 1957

BCS ground state

pair state

John Bardeen          Leon N. Cooper    Robert P. Schrieffer

1961

spin analog representation

occupied

unoccupied

generation and annihilation of Cooper pairs

Pauli matrices

application of generation and annihilation operators
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10.2 Microscopic Theory

general representation of one Cooper pair

real coefficients

probability that a pair state is occupied

probability that a pair state is unoccupied

BCS ground state

Hamiltonian

kinetic energy potential energy: electron-phonon interaction

expectation value
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10.2 Microscopic Theory

Minimizing         with respect to       and 

probability that a pair state is occupied

► occupation of a pair at T = 0 resembles

► to form Cooper pairs, electrons accept their kinetic energy @ Tc

and don’t lower it further, 

as they can lower their potential energy even more

the Fermi function at  T = Tc

T = 0 

T = Tc
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10.2 Microscopic Theory

condensation energy

normal state internal energy

weak coupling

replace sum by integral

explains isotope effect
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10.2 Microscopic Theory

Excitation of BCS ground state

ground state:

breaking of one Cooper pair:

electron with      plus  hole with

electron with        plus  hole with
two quasi-particles

energy of remaining Cooper pairs

energy difference: 

dispersion of quasi-particles

even if unpaired electrons have

no kinetic energy (             ) to break a 

Cooper pair one must invest   

energy gap: 

two particle description

ground state
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10.2 Microscopic Theory

Density of states of quasi-particles

each state in normal conductor is uniquely 

connected with one in the superconductor 

singularity at   

experimental observation using superconducting tunnel junctions

schematic setup
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10.2 Microscopic Theory

BCS state at finite temperatures

Cooper pairs              quasi-particles               BCS state weakens             energy gap decreases 

BCS theory  in weak coupling limit

energy gap at finite temperatures

can be calculated numerically.

An approximation close to Tc is:

weak coupling regime

does not really apply
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10.3 Macroscopic Quantum State

flux quantization

Josephson effecta) flux quantization

Macroscopic wave function

phase is well defined in entire superconducting system

consider superconducting ring in magnetic field

phase difference along a path

quantum mechanical current density

with q = -2e and M = 2m

integration along closed contour line L

Stokes theorem

magnetic flux enclosed by the ring is quantized

closed loop
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10.3 Macroscopic Quantum State

Experimental observation of flux quantization  1961

Deaver and Fairbank

Doll and Näbauer

mirror

lead

quartz 

Tin

Tin

modern measurement


